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typically positive or negative. In contrast, our
attribution of asymmetrical alpha and beta

The zero sum property of relative effects
does not mean that asymmetric investment
strategies or asymmetric models have “zero
value”. On the contrary, we will illustrate how

This contrasts strongly with traditional models,

asymmetrical models can be used in ex post

which are dominated by symmetric risk

portfolio analysis to detect “false” alphas

measures such as volatility and beta: A return

caused by “hidden” asymmetrical betas.

of 15% below the mean has the same impact

Additionally, asymmetrical betas can be

on volatility as a return of 15% above the mean;

used in ex ante portfolio construction for the

the beta of a portfolio is 0.85, independent

purpose of downside risk management.

of whether the benchmark makes -15% or
+15%. To be fair, one has to say that research
to enhance the traditional concepts with
asymmetrical features began as far back as
the 1970’s. Interestingly asymmetric modeling
still enjoys the status of “frontier research”
about 40 years later.

Attribution Framework for a Dual alpha/dual
beta Factor Model
Single-index models are nothing more than
a linear regression of portfolio, fund or asset
excess return time series on some benchmark
excess return time series.

rP ,t = α + β ⋅ rB ,t + ε t

In this research note, we will discuss a specific
asymmetrical model and build an attribution
framework which allows an analysis of the
impact of asymmetry on Alpha and Beta
to the traditional single-index model with its
symmetric Alpha and Beta. Our attribution

Typically, the slope coefficient Beta is
calculated as the ratio of covariance
between portfolio and benchmark returns
and benchmark variance.

methodology has some interesting features
which

differ

from

traditional

β=

attribution

analysis of portfolio returns. For example, in
a Brinson decomposition

we are used to

having an interaction effect and the sum
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point, namely average portfolio and benchmark return.
The statistical properties of the asymmetrical index model would require more detailed discussion than is possible

rP = α + β ⋅ rB
This property can be used to calculate Alpha after we have calculated Beta with the above formula and the
average returns.

in this paper. For example, note that since bull and bear states are exclusive, the indicator functions are perfectly
negatively correlated, something which can cause problems when estimating parameters and judging their
significance. It is possible to formulate more suitable models for estimation purposes, from which the parameters

α = rP − β ⋅ rB

of the above dual alpha and dual beta model can be recovered. In order to keep the presentation as clear as

We see that Alpha is not calculated directly, but as the residual not explained by the return contribution of Beta.
A straight-forward approach to model asymmetry is to partition the time series in the above calculations into two
distinct data sets and then compare the Alpha and Beta values. Various criteria to partition the return time series
are possible. An obvious choice is to distinguish bear and bull returns. We define bear markets as states of the
world in which benchmark returns are negative. Similarly, bull markets are defined as states of the world in which
benchmark returns are larger than or equal to zero. Of course, portfolio returns will differ from market returns so
not all bear market portfolio returns will necessarily be negative, and not all bull market portfolio returns will be
positive.
The bull and bear market alphas and betas can be derived by applying the single-index model calculations to
the bear and bull market data sets separately. We run the following regressions.

possible, we continue using the intuitive dual alpha / dual beta model introduced above.
While the above model is intuitive and convenient to estimate, we are still not able to establish simple additive
relationships between the symmetric and asymmetric parameters.

rP ,t ≠ (α Bull + α Bear ) + (β Bull + β Bear ) ⋅ rB ,t + ε t
Sacrificing the convenience of the one-step estimation procedure, one can derive an additive relationship with
a two-step estimation procedure.
First Step: Estimate the symmetric model and calculate the time series of residuals ε.

rP ,t = α + β ⋅ rB ,t + ε t
Second Step: Estimate incremental asymmetrical Alphas and Betas by regressing the residuals ε on the dummy

rP , Bull ,t = α Bull + β Bull ⋅ rB , Bull ,t + ε Bull ,t

variables and benchmark returns.

rP , Bear ,t = α Bear + β Bear ⋅ rB , Bear ,t + ε Bear ,t

ε t = ∆α Bear ⋅ Ι Bear ,t + ∆α Bull ⋅ Ι Bull ,t + ∆β Bear ⋅ rB ,t ⋅ Ι Bear + ∆β Bull ⋅ rB ,t ⋅ Ι Bull ,t + ε t′

If asymmetric risk and return characteristics are present, the bull parameters will differ from the bear parameters.

The incremental parameters are related to the symmetric parameters as follows.

More formally, we could perform a Chow test, which is usually used to detect structural breaks. In the context of

α Bear = α + ∆α Bear

comparing regression parameters across bull and bear markets, we would test whether or not asymmetrical risk

α Bull = α + ∆α Bull

and return characteristics are relevant.

β Bull = β + ∆β Bull

It would be very convenient if the parameters are additive. Unfortunately, this is not the case; it can be shown
that.

Inserting the definition of the incremental effects into the equation in the second step, and then substituting ε in

α Bear + α Bear ≠ α

step one, we get.

rP ,t = α + β ⋅ rB ,t + (α Bear − α ) ⋅ Ι Bear ,t + (α Bull − α ) ⋅ Ι Bull ,t + ...

β Bear + β Bear ≠ β
The calculations can be simplified by introducing dummy variables, which are binary indicators of whether the

Ι Bull ,t

Ι Bear ,t

0 rB ,t ≥ 0
=
1 rB ,t < 0

...(β Bear − β ) ⋅ rB ,t ⋅ Ι Bear ,t + (β Bull − β ) ⋅ rB ,t ⋅ Ι Bull ,t + ε t

This simplifies to.

state of the world at time t is a bull or bear market.

0 rB ,t < 0
=
1 rB ,t ≥ 0

β Bear = β + ∆β Bear

rP ,t = α Bear ⋅ Ι Bear ,t + α Bull ⋅ Ι Bull ,t + β Bear ⋅ rB ,t ⋅ Ι Bear ,t + β Bull ⋅ rB ,t ⋅ Ι Bull ,t + ε t

Regressing the residuals of the symmetric index model on the explanatory variables of the asymmetric dual
Alpha / dual Beta model, results in incremental bull and bear Alphas and Betas that establish a simple additive
relationship between the parameters of the two models.
We now define an Alpha effect a, which measures the return contribution of the incremental alphas.

With the help of these indicators, we estimate bull and bear parameters from a single regression, which we call
the dual alpha / dual beta asymmetrical index model.

a = pBear ⋅ ∆α Bear + pBull ⋅ ∆α Bull
The variable p represents the state probability. By substituting the definitions of the incremental Alphas, it is
possible to express the Alpha effect in terms of symmetric and asymmetric Alphas.

rP ,t = α Bull ⋅ Ι Bull ,t + α Bear ⋅ Ι Bear ,t + β Bull ⋅ rB ,t ⋅ Ι Bull ,t + β Bear ⋅ rB ,t ⋅ Ι Bear ,t + ε t
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2:
Exhibit Exhibit
2:

a = pBear ⋅ α Bear + pBull ⋅ α Bull − α

“contribution from asymmetry”.

p Bear ⋅ α Bear + p Bull ⋅ α Bull − α = ContrAsymmetry

Beta is a sensitivity measure. In order to measure its contribution to return, it needs to be multiplied with the
expected bull and bear benchmark returns.

ContrAsymmetry = β ⋅ rB − β Bear ⋅ rB ⋅ Ι Bear − β Bull ⋅ rB ⋅ Ι Bull

b = ∆β Bear ⋅ rB ⋅ Ι Bear + ∆β Bull ⋅ rB ⋅ Ι Bull
b = β Bear ⋅ rB ⋅ Ι Bear + β Bull ⋅ rB ⋅ Ι Bull − β ⋅ rB

The contribution from asymmetry consists of redistribution
from Alpha to Beta contributions when the portfolio’s

Both the single-index model and the bull/bear model analyze the same portfolio.

investment strategy, relative to its benchmark, is convex.

rP = α + β ⋅ rB = ΙBear ⋅ α Bear + ΙBull ⋅ α Bull + β Bear ⋅ rB ⋅ Ι Bull + β Bull ⋅ rB ⋅ Ι Bull

For concave dependencies, the redistribution takes place
in the other direction.

From the above, it follows that.

This means that assessing convex investment strategies with

rP , SingleIndexModel − rP , DualAlphaDualBetaModel = a + b = 0
This is the proof that relative to the single-index model, asymmetries measured in an asymmetrical model
are a “zero sum game”: The sum of return contributions from asymmetric Alphas must be offset by the return

3:
Exhibit Exhibit
3:

the single-index model will always result in overestimated
Alphas: The single-index model indicates “false Alphas
due to the existence of “hidden asymmetrical betas”. The

contribution from asymmetric Betas.

Alphas of concave strategies will have a downward bias.
The purpose of our bull/bear attribution approach is to

Note what the above does not imply.

identify the sign and the magnitude of the bias.

∆α Bear ⋅ Ι Bear + ∆α Bull ⋅ Ι Bull ≠ 0

It is also possible to measure the contribution of individual

The redistribution of Alpha to bull and bear Alphas is not zero sum, neither is the redistribution of Beta to bull and

positions to total contribution from asymmetry. This is

bear Betas.

straight-forward, because the disaggregation of portfolio
Alphas and Betas into contributions from portfolio

rB ⋅ Ι Bear ⋅ ∆β Bear + rB ⋅ Ι Bull ⋅ ∆β Bull ≠ 0

constituents is linear.

The sum of the return contribution from bull and bear Alphas and Betas add up to what we call the overall

Exhibit 1: Exhibits 1:

Exhibit 5:

Exhibit 2:
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n

α P = ∑ wi ⋅ α i
i =1

Quantitative Analysis
Exhibit 4:

n

β P = ∑ wi ⋅ β i
i =1

where w represents the percentage weight of a constituent in the portfolio.
Ex Post Attribution for a Sample Fund of Hedge Funds
We will now apply the framework to a sample portfolio, which is a fund of hedge funds consisting of 16 single-

Exhibit 7:

The expected value of the dummy variables can be
interpreted as probabilities: the probability of a bear
market is 47.6%, the probability of a bull market 1 - 47.6%

hedge funds. The table below shows the parameters of the single-index and dual alpha/dual beta model for a

= 52.4%.

particular portfolio.

The attribution analysis is summarized in the table below.

As we can see, the portfolio outperforms the benchmark. The portfolio seems to exhibit significant Alpha (0.59%)

We see that due to the convexity of the strategy, the

and is positioned rather defensive relative to the benchmark (Beta value of 0.589). The asymmetric model shows

return contribution of Alpha was overstated by 0.756%,

that Alpha is distributed very unevenly across bull and bear markets. In fact, the portfolio exhibits a rather significant

the largest driver being fund K (due to its bull Beta higher

negative bear Alpha (-0.55%) and only a slightly positive bull Alpha (0.18%). The risk positioning is defensive in both

than 2).

bull and bear markets, but exposure in bull markets is much higher than exposure in bear markets (0.788 versus
0.410). The asymmetric Betas imply that the investment strategy is convex. This can be seen graphically, when

The total Alpha effect of -0.756% is the negative of

plotting actual and fitted portfolio returns against benchmark returns.

the total Beta effect 0.756%. This reflects the zero
sum characteristics of the differences between the

The model assumes that the break between the bull/bear regimes occurs at a benchmark return of zero. A Chow

symmetrical single-index model and the asymmetrical

test at 95% significance indicates that the use of a dual alpha/dual beta model is indeed justified by the data.

Dual Alpha / Dual Beta model. The signs of the total effects

Calculating Chow test p-values for all benchmark returns, we see that asymmetry is relevant for breakpoints

are indicators for the direction of the redistribution and

ranging from -10% to 4%.An important input in the calculation of the attribution effects is the expected factor

should not be misinterpreted as “benefits of asymmetric

returns.

Exhibit 6:

Exhibit 8:
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Exhibit 9:

over symmetrical strategies” in absolute terms.

We see that the return of this portfolio would be solely invested in fund P. The reason fund P is chosen is that it has

Fund of Hedge Funds Portfolio Construction
The

previous

analysis

was

backward

looking,

explaining realized portfolio results in the context of
two factor models and attributing the differences to
position-level contributions.
We now would like to illustrate the use of the dual
alpha/dual beta model in an ex ante context, in
the construction of fund of hedge funds. Assuming
that we have all the necessary inputs and that they
are representative of future realized values, we
can define target overall portfolio characteristics
and then solve for consistent weights which result
in portfolios which are best aligned with the targets

Exhibit 11:

The bull/bear alpha and beta attribution of the resulting portfolio looks like this.

(portfolio optimization). In addition to the targets,

a very large Alpha next to a very small Beta. Remember, the expected benchmark return is negative (-0.242%),
therefore small market exposures (low Beta) and large Alphas are highly desirable.
The maximum return portfolio is presented graphically in Exhibit 7.
The portfolio is not concave and even has a negative bull market beta. Such a portfolio only makes sense for
extremely pessimistic expectations, if at all. If we would like to continue working with such pessimistic expectations,
but would like to construct portfolios with less extreme features, we can introduce constraints. For example:
• The bull Beta of the portfolio should be at least 1.2
• The bear Beta of the portfolio should be smaller than 0.75
So we are effectively forcing the portfolio to be a convex strategy. Such a portfolio would obviously not perform
as well in a scenario with negative expected market returns. On the other hand, it would be a portfolio that
performs much better if an “unexpected recovery” takes place and future market returns are positive. The results
for such an optimized portfolio are provided in Exhibits 8 and 9.

we can specify portfolio properties that need to be

As we can see from the chart, the strategy is convex, as we required. Interestingly, the return of the portfolio is

fulfilled (restrictions).

virtually the same (it is slightly lower) as the return of the optimized portfolio without beta restrictions. Hence, we

Let us consider an optimization which aims to maximize
the portfolio’s return. As restrictions, we define that the

have constructed a portfolio which performs almost identically to the previous pessimistic portfolio if our return
expectations materialize in the future, but which also performs well in a scenario with positive market returns.

portfolio shall not be leveraged (total risk exposure

Another example would be the construction of a low risk “absolute return product”, in the sense of a portfolio

= 100%) and prohibit position-level leverage (each

with bear beta equal to zero and a bull beta equal to 0.5. We present the results for the optimal absolute return

constituent weight <= 100%) as well as short positions

product in Exhibits 10 and 11, leaving the interpretation to the reader.

(each constituent weight >=0%).

Summary and Outlook
We have shown how the difference between bull/bear and single-index parameters can be explained in an
additive sense in ex post portfolio analysis. We have also illustrated potential uses of asymmetric factor models in
portfolio construction for downside risk management purposes.
In order to analyze the potential of a dual alpha/dual beta model to produce superior risk-adjusted returns,

Exhibit 10:

empirical work is required which, for example, examines the out-of-sample performance of optimized bull/bear
portfolios.
Asymmetries can be interpreted as hidden risk factors. In the presence of asymmetries, single-index Alphas
calculated relative to a portfolio benchmark will be distorted performance measures.
An operational version of the dual alpha/dual beta model presented would require refinements to address
obvious estimation issues. It would be straight-forward to further generalize the model, for example, by considering
asymmetric non-linearities. It would also be interesting to use other regime indicators than the portfolio benchmark
(e.g. VIX) or other threshold values than zero. For example, we could distinguish an “extreme bear market” from
“normal markets” by setting the threshold to a value much lower than zero.
Our thanks go to Peter Urbani, this article benefited from conversations we had with him on various topics
mentioned in this article.
To give feedback on this article and suggestions email AIAR@CAIA.org
Email the author at email@andreassteiner.net
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